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A. LEGISLATION
1. The Code of Economic Law
1. The Copyright Law is dead. But it is resurrected in a Code of Economic
Law (CDE). This is unquestionably the most significant legislative act since
our last Chronique.1
2. This Code, introduced in 2013,2 covers mainly other topics, such
as freedom of establishment, general corporate obligations, protection of
1. J. Corbet, RIDA 219, January 2009
2. The Code of Economic Law was introduced by the law of 28 February 2013, Moniteur
Belge 29 March 2013
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competition, market practices, etc. Definitions are listed in Book I, sanctions
in Book XV and special procedures in Book XVIII.

3. Intellectual property is in Book XI3 with Copyright and
Neighbouring Rights under Title 5.
In principle, codification should have relied on existing law. The legislator
seized the opportunity, however, to ensure transposition of Directive 2011/77
of 27 September 2011 amending Directive 2006/116 relative to the term of
protection of copyright and certain neighbouring rights,4 and bring a few
minor changes to the resale right for visual artists, rights for audiovisual works,
exceptions and rights management, in particular by introducing a Regulatory
Body (Service de Régulation) for Copyright and Neighbouring Rights.
a) Resale right

4. The Copyright Law provided for voluntary collective management
for the resale right.
Such collective management is now mandatory; but rightholders are not
required to be members of a management society.
In practice, management will be provided by the creation of a “single
platform” to be organised by the societies managing the resale right. Reports
3. Laws of 10 & 19 April 2014, Moniteur Belge of 12 June 2014. Effective on 1 January 2015
4. OJ no. L 265 of 11 October 2011.
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and payments must be made through this platform, which is not a new
legal entity, but simply a form of collaboration between societies. Its services
cannot discriminate between members and non-members of participating
societies. These societies are liable for the platform’s actions. The platform is
also competent for foreign rightholders whose works are sold in Belgium. The
organisation and the rules for running the platform are set by Royal Decree
of 11 June 2015.5 The platform has since been created by the SABAM and
SOFAM societies.
b) Audiovisual works

5. The Copyright Law provides for presumption of transfer of
audiovisual exploitation rights to producers.
It is specified that authors and performers cannot transfer their
remuneration right for cable retransmission. Thus, the presumption of
transfer to the producer does not apply to such remuneration rights. Rights
management, however, remains subject to mandatory collective management.
The new texts provide that authors’ rights should be managed by societies
representing authors, while performers’ neighbouring rights should be
managed by societies representing performers. These provisions apply,
however, only to Belgian authors and performers. Thus, foreign authors and
performing artists may perfectly well continue transferring their remuneration
rights for cable retransmission to producers, who manage these rights through
their management societies.
5. Moniteur Belge of 17 June 2015.
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To facilitate negotiations between cable operators and the different
collective management societies, these societies must set up a “one-stop shop”.6
c) Exceptions

6. The exception for educational use has been extended to uses
outside schools.
Moreover, the mandatory nature of exceptions abruptly introduced in
the Copyright Law is clearly reaffirmed with the transposition of the Directive
on databases.7
d) Term of protection

7. In transposing the Directive of 27 September 2011, the duration
of protection of certain rights was extended. As we know, this concerns the
rights of phonogram producers and performing artists in musical works.
In theory, the term of protection for artists remains unchanged at 50
years after the performance, and for phonogram producers at 50 years after
fixation. But, according to the Directive, when the fixation of a performance
on a phonogram was legally published or made public in the course of this
period, the rights lapse 70 years after the date of this first publication or after

6. On this subject: A. Joachimowicz “The presumption of transfer of audiovisual exploitation
rights,” A&M 2015/1, p. 17-20.
7. Chronique de Belgique, RIDA 183, January 2000, p. 31.
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first communication to the public, if it occurred earlier. This extension applies
only to phonograms still under protection on 1 November 2013.
Furthermore, to benefit from this extension, phonogram producers must
make certain that a sufficient number of copies of the phonogram are put on
sale or made available to the public, by wired or wireless means. Otherwise,
performing artists may terminate the contract transferring or transmitting
their rights for the fixation of their performance to the producer.
And, during the term of protection, the producer must set aside 20% of
gross income from the reproduction, distribution and making available of the
phonogram.
This sum goes to performing artists whose performances were fixed
on a phonogram and transferred or transmitted their rights in exchange for
lump-sum royalties. They are “session musicians” who usually receive no
royalties. This remuneration is unwaivable. It shall be managed by collective
management societies in the conditions and methods of collection and
distribution set by Royal Decree of 16 December 2014.8
Performing artists having transferred or transmitted their rights in
exchange for the payment of royalties should no longer be subject, during the
period of extension, to discounts having been agreed to on their royalties, for
example for the recovery of advance payments, packaging costs, etc.

8. Moniteur Belge of 24 December 2014.
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e) Overseeing management societies

8. Management societies will now be required to publish their tariffs
and collection rules on their website. Their operating costs may not exceed
15% of collections.
They must also set a complaint procedure, for both users and rightholders.
9. But that is not all. The Code also institutes a Regulatory Body for
Copyright and Neighbouring Rights. The Copyright Law provided for
appointing representatives of the Minister responsible for copyright9 to
cooperate with collective management societies.10 By Royal Decree of 2
August 2002, these delegates were organised within an Oversight Department
(Service de Contrôle) of societies managing Copyright and Neighbouring
Rights.11 This Department’s responsibilities were further reinforced by the
Law of 10 December 2009 amending the Copyright Law (see below, no. 10).
Nonetheless, the legislator had thus considered that it remained necessary,
alongside this Department, to create another Regulatory Body for Copyright
and Neighbouring Rights. The delimitation of competence between both
departments was rather vague. The Oversight Department’s essential mission
would be to ascertain that management societies respect their rules for
collecting, setting tariffs and distributing royalties. The Regulatory Body
should make certain these rules are fair and non-discriminatory. Furthermore,
it would have both a mediatory and an advisory role, undertaking studies and
9. Minister of Economy.
10. Chronique de Belgique, RIDA 164, April 1995, p. 97.
11. Moniteur Belge of 27 August 2002.
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research on valuing Copyright and Neighbouring Rights. We will not dwell,
however, any longer on this Regulatory Body, since it has already been removed
by a Law of 29 June 2016 featuring various provisions on Economics.12
2. The Law of 10 December 2009 amending the Law of 30 June
1994 relative to Copyright and Neighbouring Rights13

10. The changes to the Copyright Law concern mainly the status and
surveillance of rights management societies. It focuses more specifically on
societies’ organisation and operation, their activities, external audit and
sanctions.
a) Societies’ organisation and operation
11. Management societies established in another European Union
Member State must exercise their activity in Belgium through a branch
established in Belgium.
12. The societies must manage rights in the interest of rightholders. They
must take measures to avoid conflicts of interest, especially when they manage
the rights of different categories of rightholders. They must also create rules
concerning operations where staff members may have a personal interest.

12. Moniteur Belge of 6 July 2016 (see below no. 50).
13. Moniteur Belge of 23 December 2009. On the law: J. Debrulle “La loi du 10 décembre
2009 relative au statut et au contrôle des sociétés de gestion des droits: un nouveau cadre légal
pour la gestion collective des droits d’auteur”, A&M 2012/2-3, p. 35-163.
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13. A distinction must be made between the assets comprising the
royalties collected and managed, on one hand, and the societies’ own assets
from the remuneration of services or income from other activities. The sums
collected on behalf of rightholders cannot be used for speculative investments.
14. The management structure, administrative and accounting
organisation and internal control must be adapted to societies’ activities.
15. Accounting rules must be adapted to the society’s legal status.

16. Societies must report according to a complete accounting plan.
The General Assembly must receive a management report which includes
specific financial information. A Royal Decree of 25 April 201414 listed
the rules for administrative and accounting organisation, internal control,
accounting and annual accounts.
b) Societies’ activities
17. Management societies must set rules for collection, setting tariffs
and distribution for all forms of exploitation for which they manage rights.
18. In principle, the royalties collected must be distributed within 24
months. Otherwise, the management society must state in its management
report the sums that have not yet been distributed and the reasons for this
delay.
14. Moniteur Belge of 27 June 2014.
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19. Management societies must inform the public of the reasons why
royalties must be paid and how they are calculated and collected. The King
may define the details.
20. The law also aims to promote administrative simplification of
the collection of certain royalties, in particular royalties due for musical
performances, private copying, reprography and public lending. The King
may, for example, foresee the creation of a website or a “one-stop shop”.

21. Management societies must inform rightholders of their
management operations.
The King may define minimum information to appear in documents
relative to management to be provided to rightholders. This information
is further specified in the above-mentioned Royal Decree of 25 April
2014.

22. When management societies allocate a share of the royalties
collected for social, cultural or educational purposes, the General Assembly
is sole competent to make a decision. Nonetheless, this share cannot exceed
10% of the royalties collected. Management societies must manage the
sums allocated for this purpose themselves.
Management societies must have separate accounts to show, on the one
hand, the resources allocated for social, cultural and educational purposes
and, moreover, their actual use. The Board of Directors must submit to
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the General Assembly every year a report listing the allocation and use of
these sums. A copy of this report shall be provided to the Oversight
Department.
c) External audit
23. The Copyright Law already provided for external audit of societies
by a Commissioner, selected from members of the Institute of Registered
Auditors.

24. The Law of 2009 now entrusts commissioners with a broader role
of surveillance than what is in the Companies Code.
Commissioners must not only audit the financial situation, annual
accounts and their compliance with the Companies Code and Articles
of Association, but also the compliance with the Copyright Law and the
distribution rules.

25. The Copyright Law had already entrusted commissioners
with two complementary assignments: reporting on the use of so-called
“undistributable” royalties and certification of the total amount of
remuneration paid to Directors.
The Law of 2009 now adds the mission to oversee measures for
administrative and accounting organisation, and internal control adopted by
the management society (see above, no. 14).
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26. Finally, commissioners’ professional secrecy is partially lifted so they
can work with the Oversight Department.

27. Another external audit was provided for with the appointment
by the Minister in charge of copyright (the Minister of the Economy) of
a delegate for management societies. These delegates were subsequently
organised in an Oversight Department (see above, no. 9).
This Oversight Department oversees enforcement of the Copyright
Law by management societies as well as their statutes and tariffs, collection
and distribution rules. Thus, this is a legality audit. To the extent the Law
of 2009 required management societies to have a management structure,
administrative and accounting organisation and internal control (see above,
no. 14), however, this audit now also has a prudential nature.

28. Management societies have the obligation to request prior
authorisation from the Minister, before beginning their activities.
The Copyright Law had entrusted the King with setting the conditions
for this authorisation.15
The Law of 2009 now takes up these conditions in the text of the law
itself, following an opinion from the Council of State.16 A Royal Decree of
6 April 2010 defined the information and documents required to apply for
15. Royal Decree of 6 April 1995, Moniteur Belge of 29 April 1995.
16. Opinion of 6 & 13 January 2003 no. 33.930/2.
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authorisation to become a management society for Copyright or Neighbouring
Rights.17

29. The Copyright Law provides that this licence may be revoked in
case of non-respect of licensing conditions, or repeated serious breach of
the provisions of Copyright Law. The Law of 2009 adds repeated serious
breach of executory decrees of the Law or the management society’s
Statutes and Rules.
The licence may be revoked totally or partially, for example, with respect
to a certain category of rights.
The Copyright Law provided that revocation of a licence should become
effective only two years following notification. The Law of 2009 now provides
that the Minister determines the date on which revocation becomes effective.

30. Finally, to ensure that a society whose licence was revoked
has ceased its activity, the Minister may appoint one or more special
Commissioners supplanting the society’s competent bodies.
d) Sanctions
31. The Copyright Law provided for two sanctions. The Minister could
revoke the management society’s licence in case of violation of licensing conditions
and take legal action in case of violation of the Law or the society’s Statutes.
17. Moniteur Belge of 14 April 2010.
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32. The Law of 2009 adds a wide range of sanctions. First, the Oversight
Department may send a recommendation to a management society after
having observed a breach of the law because its management structure or
administrative organisation is ill-adapted to its activities.
33. If the management society does not follow up on this recommendation,
with no satisfactory justification, or if the Oversight Department observes
any other breach of the law, the society’s Statutes or tariffs, collection or
distribution rules, it sends prior notice to the society, setting a deadline for
remedying the violations observed.
34. After this deadline, the Minister may apply sanctions or take legal action.
Three administrative sanctions are possible: forbidding or suspending
the management society’s activity, publishing the violation observed and,
finally, revoking the licence.
The first sanction applies when the management society exercises a
management activity without having obtained prior authorisation. The
Minister determines the deadline for the ban or suspension. The decision is
published in Le Moniteur Belge.
Publication of the violation observed may follow if nothing has been
done after the deadline set in a notice sent to a management society.
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Finally, the Minister may revoke a management society’s licence totally
or partially and set the date on which the revocation becomes effective.
The actions and decisions of a society whose licence has been revoked
are null and void.
35. The Minister may also take legal action.
If, after the deadline set by notice, nothing has been done to remedy the
violation, the Minister may seek a prohibitory injunction from the president
of the competent tribunal to make note of the existence of a violation and
order its cessation. Furthermore, if the violation may be prejudicial to
rightholders’ interests, the Minister may ask the president to appoint one or
more provisional directors or managers with the same powers as those they are
replacing for a given period.
36. Finally, the law provides for criminal sanctions.
These sanctions are applicable in case of infringement of articles of the
Copyright Law concerning management societies’ legal form, separating
assets and forbidding speculative investments (see above, no. 13), drawing up
annual accounts and the management report (see above, no. 16), forbidding
exercise of the activities of manager or director of a management society for
persons under legal ban or convicted of certain violations, forbidding taking
out credit or loans, allocating some royalties for social or cultural purposes, the
obligation to obtain prior authorisation to initiate management, preventing
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the Oversight Department from doing its job, attestation, approval or
confirmation of accounts, balance sheets or operating accounts or all other
operations or information, as commissioner or independent expert, knowing
that the provisions in the Copyright Law were not respected.
The sanction is a criminal fine of €250 to €50,000 (plus surcharge).

37. Finally, a Concertation Committee on collective management is
set up.
This committee is made up of representatives of the interested fields:
management societies, on the one hand, and taxable persons and consumers,
on the other, as well as the Institute of Registered Auditors. This Committee
will be entrusted with drafting Royal Decrees necessary for implementing the
law. The Committee’s makeup and organisation are set by Royal Decree of 26
May 2011.18
3. Royal Decree of 13 December 2012 on the implementation of
provisions relative to public lending
38. Pursuant to Article 6 of the European Directive relative to rental and
lending rights,19 Belgium waived the exclusive public lending right organised
for educational and cultural purposes by transforming it into a remuneration
right. It is intended to benefit authors of literary works, databases, photographic
18. Moniteur Belge of 6 June 2011.
19. Directive 2006/115, succeeding Directive 92/100.
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works or musical scores, and, since the amending Law of 22 May 2005,20 their
publishers, split 70% for authors and 30% for publishers. It is also favourable
to authors, performing artists and producers of audio audiovisual works, split
one-third each. This system, included from the start in the Copyright Law,
long remained theoretical, in the absence of implementing decrees. It took a
conviction of Belgium by the Court of Justice21 for a Royal Decree finally to set
tariffs in 2004.22 Since the amount was deemed overly contemptuous in a new
Court of Justice decision,23 it was necessary to proceed with a complete review
with a new executory decree of 13 December 2012.24 The system currently
in place on the basis of Articles XI.243 to XI.245 of the Code of Economic
Law works with lump-sum remuneration set on the basis of the amount of
collections, combined with variable sum depending on the number of loans.

39. The public lending in question must concern educational or
cultural institutions that are recognised or officially organised to this end
by public authorities. Nonetheless, by virtue of the same Article 6 of the
European Directive, Member States may exempt certain categories of
establishments from paying such remuneration. According to Article 5 of
the decree of 13 December 2012, this applies to the following categories
of lending institutions:

20. Moniteur Belge of 27 May 2005.
21. ECJ 16 October 2003, C-433/02, Commission/Belgium.
22. Royal Decree of 25 April 2004, Moniteur Belge of 14 May 2004.
23. ECJ 30 June 2011, C-271/10, VEWA/Belgian State.
24. Moniteur Belge of 27 December 2012.
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1° recognised teaching establishments or those officially organised as
such by public authorities;
2° scientific research institutions recognised or officially organised to
this end by public authorities;
3° healthcare institutions recognised or officially organised to this end
by public authorities;
4° officially recognised institutions created to assist blind, visually
impaired, deaf and hearing-impaired persons.
4. The Law of 20 July 2015 on orphan works
40. This law modifies certain provisions of Book XI of the Code of
Economic Law in view of transposing Directive 2012/28/EU of 25 October
2012 on certain authorised uses of orphan works.25
41. Orphan works are such works as books, press articles, films or
phonograms whose rights holders have not been identified and located, so
they cannot be asked for a licence for their exploitation. Sometimes, it is
not even possible to determine if the work or phonogram is still protected
by copyright or neighbouring rights. Thus, public libraries, teaching
establishments, museums, archives, institutions acting as depositaries of the
cinematographic and audio heritage and public service broadcasters may find
25. Moniteur Belge of 24 August 2015.
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themselves hampered in their will to preserve documents and digitise their
content to make them available to the public.
42. Directive 2012/28/EU and Articles XI.192/1,XI.218/1 and
XI.245/1ff. of the Code of Economic Law now enable these institutions and
organisations, after diligent search for rights holders and registration of the
orphan work in a database managed by the Office for Harmonisation in the
internal market, to apply it without need for a licence from rights holder(s).
The diligent search must be conducted only once, in the Member State having
most ties to the work: the State of the first publication or, otherwise, of the first
broadcast and, in the case of cinematographic or audiovisual works, the State
of the producer’s headquarters or residence. It is for the users benefiting from
the exception to proceed with a diligent search covering the sources detailed
in a Royal Decree of 17 October 2016.26 The result must be communicated
to the competent national authority. For Belgium, the Royal Library of
Belgium was designated by another Royal Decree of 17 October 2016.27 It is
responsible not for checking the results, but simply for transmitting them to
the Office for Harmonisation in the internal market.
43. Permissible use is limited, however, to purposes related to public
interest, like restoration and digitisation for cultural or educational access.
It does not cover commercial use, since institutions and organisations may
receive income only to cover expenses linked to digitisation and making
available to the public.
26. Moniteur Belge of 29 November 2016.
27. Moniteur Belge of 29 November 2016.
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44. Subsequently, if one or more rights holders of an orphan work
make themselves known, they may reclaim all their rights, thereby putting
an end to its status as an orphan work. They are entitled to remuneration
for prior use of the work by institutions and organisations.
5. The Law of 27 June 2016 amending the Code of Economic Law
in view of introducing Freedom of Panorama28
45. Following a parliamentary initiative, a new exception was introduced
by Article XI.190,2/1° stating that, when the work was legally made available,
“reproduction and communication to the public of works of plastic, graphic
or architectural art designed to stand permanently in a public space, cannot be
prohibited by its creator, provided that the reproduction or communication
of the work shows it as such and does not conflict with normal exploitation
of the work in question and does not cause undue prejudice to the legitimate
interests of its creator.”
46. The new exception shall not be limitless since it will cover only
works intended for public viewing and not those not originally intended
to be placed permanently in a public space. The requirement that it be
permanent in nature also excludes temporary structures such as the wrapping
of monuments or the temporary showing of sculptures during an art festival.
Preparatory work also informs us that museum collections, even when public,
should not come under this exception.29
28. Moniteur Belge of 5 July 2016.
29. Chamber of Representatives, DOC 54 1484/001 & CRIV 54 PLEN 115, p. 31.
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47. To be permissible, reproduction or communication must show “the
work as such.” Depending on developments accompanying the draft law,30
that means the work must be reproduced “in its present environment,”
which probably implies that the panorama must include the background in
which the work is set, consequently excluding isolated reproductions or those
repositioned in an artificial context.
48. During parliamentary debates, the matter was discussed of knowing
whether it was not appropriate to specify in the text the exception applies only
“to the exclusion of any use that is commercial in nature,” as stated in Article
L.122-5, 11° of French law. This specification was deemed superfluous, based
on the argument that this restriction already results from the final words of
the text, requiring “that this reproduction or communication does not violate
normal exploitation of the work or cause unjustified damage to the author’s
legitimate interests.”31
6. The Law of 29 June 2016 with various provisions relating to the
Economy32
49. This concerns modifications to several books of the Code of Economic
Law. For Book XI, the Law adds some new texts relating to European patents,
but the most numerous changes concern copyright, and more specifically
supervision of management societies.

30. Chamber of Representatives, DOC 54 1484/001.
31. Chamber of Representatives, DOC 54 1484/005 & CRIV 54 PLEN 115, p. 32.
32. Moniteur Belge of 6 July 2016.
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50. The Regulatory Body for Copyright and Neighbouring Rights
(see above, no. 9) is rescinded. The purpose of the Oversight Department
on Copyright and Neighbouring Rights management societies is specified.
It must see to the enforcement of the law and its executory decrees, as well
as enforcement of management societies’ Statutes and tariffs, collection and
distribution rules.
51. Agents of the Oversight Department must respect the obligation
of confidentiality regarding any information they may learn in the exercise
of their responsibility. When they leave their position, they may not accept
any position for one year in a subject to supervision of the Department, or in
a large society in accordance with Art.15 of the Companies Code, over half
of whose products come from exploitation in Belgium of protected works or
performances.
52. The Oversight Department may seek assistance from independent
experts, who are held to the same obligation of confidentiality.

53. The Oversight Department may transmit confidential
information in the context of legal procedures concerning legal entities
declared bankrupt or having benefited from judicial reorganisation. It may
communicate information concerning legal entities or natural persons by
injunction of a tribunal, to Belgian and European authorities entrusted
with protection of competition,to bodies involved in the liquidation and
bankruptcy of legal entities, as well as to their surveillance authorities, and
to persons in charge of legal audit of legal entities’ accounts.
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7. The Law of 22 December 2016 amending certain provisions
of Book XI of the Code of Economic Law concerning exceptions for
reprography, private copying and teaching
54. This law33 modifies and clarifies for several points the complex,
ineffectual system that existed for reprography and private copying. It also
aims to provide a more logical structure for exceptions regarding education.
55. In so doing, the Belgian legislator had to take into account certain
decisions of the Court of Justice regarding Article 5 of Directive 2001/29,
which, in its parts 5.2.a and 5.2.b, concerns this matter. Thus, Article 5.2.b
having limited the exception allowed for “reproductions on any medium
made by a natural person for private use and for ends that are neither directly
nor indirectly commercial,” the Court of Justice deduced that, not only the
exception, but also the fair compensation that necessarily results from this,
cannot be instituted outside the limits of private use by a natural person.
Reproduction of a work in a professional context can in no way be covered by
Article 5.2.b, so it requires prior authorisation from the rights holders.34 The
Court also informed us that neither Article 5.2.b,35 nor Article5.2.a36 make it
possible to cover reproductions from illegal sources.

33. Moniteur Belge of 29 December 2016.
34. ECJ 21 October 2010, C-467/08, Padawan/SGAE.
35. ECJ 10 April 2014, C-435/12, ACI Adam/Thuiskopie; ECJ 5 March 2015,C-463/12,
Copydan/Nokia, paragraphs 75-79.
36. ECJ 12 November 2015, C-572/13, HP/Reprobel, paragraphs 57-63.
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56. The Belgian legislator has just interpreted these principles by
limiting the exception for photocopies to acts of reprography from a paper
copy or any similar medium to paper or any similar medium, by either
a legal entity for internal use, or a natural person for internal use in the
context of professional activities.37 This will give rise to unwaivable fair
compensation for authors proportional to the number of reproductions
made.38 The lump-sum remuneration that was previously added for devices
used for copying, such as photocopiers and scanners, is abolished for the
professional sector.
The King sets the amount of remuneration for reprography, taking
into account the sectors concerned. Collection and distribution of this
remuneration is entrusted to a society designated by the King as representative
of rights management societies taken together.39 Remuneration is due
by natural persons or legal entities making reproductions of works or, if
applicable, in their place, by those who provide others with a device for making
reproductions for pay or free of charge. The Royal Decree necessary for the
implementation of the new system was published in March 2017.40 It set the
amount of remuneration for the year 2017 at €0.0277 “per reproduction of
a protected work.”41
37. Articles XI.190,5° & XI. 191, §1,1° of the Code of Economic Law.
38. Articles 235ff. of the Code of Economic Law, grouped under Chapter 6 “On remuneration
for reprography”.
39. Reprobel, appointed by Royal Decree of 19 September 2017, Moniteur Belge of 26
September 2017.
40. Royal Decree of 5 March 2017 relative to the remuneration of authors for reprography,
Moniteur Belge of 10 March 2017.
41. The introduction of the decree explains what is meant by this expression: a tariff per page
reproduced.
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57. The regulation for private copying is expanded to include all
forms of copies made in a private home. The new Article XI.190, 9° now
covers in general “the reproduction of works, except musical scores, made
in the family circle and reserved for its use.” This formulation implies that
the new system will cover not only audiovisual copies made in the home,
but also home photocopying.
Fair compensation required by the Directive finds its new expression
in Chapter 5 of Title 5 of the Code of Economic Law.42 Authors, for music
and audiovisual works alike, the written word and graphic or plastic arts, as
well as performing artists or performers and producers of phonograms and
audiovisual works will benefit from lump-sum remuneration from media and
devices which, according to a list established by Royal Decree, are “clearly”
used for private reproduction. Professional users having acquired such devices
or media will be able to obtain a refund or waiver of the levy. The levy is paid
by intra-Community manufacturers, importers or acquirers of such devices
or media. The King entrusts a society representative of rights management
societies as a whole to handle collection and distribution of the levy, taking
into account of the rule at the end of Article XI.229, stipulating that authors
or artists having transferred their remuneration rights for private copying
retain the right to receive fair remuneration. According to Article XI.234, the
remuneration for audio and audiovisual works must be distributed by third
parts among authors, artists and producers, while the remuneration for literary,
visual and graphic works must go entirely to their authors. Remuneration

42. Articles 229ff. of the Code of Economic Law.
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rights for authors and artists are unwaivable. The Royal Decree necessary to
make the system function was updated on 11 December 2016.43
58. Another major legislative change resulting from Court of Justice case
law should also be mentioned, which brings us back to the reprography sector.
Until recently, the product of remuneration for reprography in Belgium
was shared equally between authors of written works and their publishers.
There are solid economic arguments for justifying this system, taking into
account publishers’ essential role in the distribution chain for such works.
Furthermore, publishers of written works being generally better organised
than their authors, they were perfectly suited to help build an effective royalty
collection and distribution system. From a legal standpoint, however, they
were lacking the status of neighbouring rights proper. Questioned on this
subject by the Court of Appeals of Brussels, the Court of Justice could only
observe that “publishers are not among the reproduction rights holders as
provided for in Article 2 of Directive 2001/29”. Thus, they cannot benefit from
compensation for exceptions to this right.44 It should be mentioned, however,
that the Court’s answer “refers to a situation in which the compensation paid
to publishers corresponds to a substantial reduction in the compensation
which should normally be payable to reproduction rightholders by virtue
of Directive 2001/29.”45 The Advocate General in this case had noted that
Directive 2001/29 is not opposed to Member States instituting specific
43. Royal Decree of 11 December 2016 modifying Royal Decree of 18 October 2013 relative
to the remuneration right for private copying, Moniteur Belge of 30 December 2016.
44. ECJ 12 November 2015, C-572/13, HP/Reprobel, paragraphs 47-49.
45. ECJ 12 November 2015, C-572/13, HP/Reprobel, paragraph 45: we can note that the
Court of Appeals of Brussels 12 May 2017, A&M 2016/5-6, p. 429, given this response,
considered that, under the former Belgian system, there was no confiscation of the authors’
share.
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remuneration for publishers, intended to compensate for the loss they suffer
because of the sale and use of equipment and devices for reprography, as long
as the collection and payment of this remuneration is not detrimental to the
fair compensation due to authors pursuant to paragraphs a) and b) of Article
5, paragraph 2, of Directive 2001/29.46 Further to these developments, the
Belgian legislator decided to institute a sui generis right for publishers enabling
them to claim specific compensation for acts of reproduction on paper from
their paper editions without diminishing fair compensation for authors. This
new right will have a 50-year term from the date of first paper edition. To
illustrate clearly the specific nature of this new neighbouring right, these
provisions were included in Book XI of the Code of Economic Law, not under
Title 5 on copyright, but under a new Title 7/1, between Titles on databases
and on the topography of semiconductor products.
This, however, in no way alters the persistence of a strong link with
the provisions on reprography in copyright. Articles XI.318/1ff. of the new
Title 7/1, as well as those in the executory decree,47 all very strongly reflect
the corresponding provisions copyright provided for in Title 5 and those in
the executory decree of the same date for copyright. Concerning the amount
of remuneration, it will be at precisely the same level as what is provided for
authors for reprography: €0.0277 per reproduction of editions in 2017. This
link is further reinforced by the obligation to proceed with collections in the

46. Conclusions of Advocate General Cruz Villalón132-143.
47. Royal Decree of 5 March 2017 relative to publishers’ remuneration for reproduction on
paper or similar media in their hard-copy editions, Moniteur Belge of 10 March 2017.
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same conditions by a one-stop shop managed by a single rights management
society approved by Royal Decree.48
59. Taking advantage of the change in the law on reprography and
private copying exceptions, the legislator seized the opportunity to regroup
existing exceptions for education and scientific research.49 In this framework,
quotations will be permitted, as will performances given free of charge of
works in the context of school activities, including performance during
a public examination. It will also be permissible to use literary works by
deceased authors in exchange for remuneration to be agreed upon between
parties. Finally, reproduction and communication for illustrative purposes in
teaching and scientific research will be permissible in exchange for financial
compensation to authors, publishers, artists, producers of phonograms and
first fixations of films. Both the sum and the distribution key and conditions
for paying such remuneration are set by Royal Decree of 31 July 2017.50
This Royal Decree sets lump-sum amounts per student. The amount of these
royalties shall be shared equally between authors and publishers for uses on
paper, and by thirds between authors, artists and producers for audiovisual
uses. Reprobel, the cooperative society already mentioned, is entrusted with
collecting and distributing this remuneration.51

48. This is Reprobel SCRL, by Royal Decree of 19 September 2017, Moniteur Belge 26
September 2017.
49. Art. XI.191/1 & XI.191.2 & XI.217/1.
50. Chapter 7: Articles XI.240ff.; Royal Decree of 31 July 2017, Moniteur Belge 16 August
2017.
51. Royal Decree of 28 September 2017, Moniteur Belge of 4 October 2017.
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8. Law of 8 June 2017 transposing Directive 2014/26 of 26 February
201452

60. This law transposes into Belgian law the Directive of 26 February
2014 on collective management of Copyright and Neighbouring Rights
and multiterritorial licensing of rights for musical works for online use in
the internal market.53 This Directive is the (provisional?) result of a long
conflict54 between the European Commission and European collective
management societies.55
Like the Directive, the law which transposes it comprises two parts: the
first, concerning management societies in general; the second, concerning
multiterritorial licences. The first part applies to all collective management
societies established in the European Union; the second only to societies
managing copyright for musical works.
I. Collective management societies

61. Belgian legislation already largely complies with the Directive in
this area. The Law of 10 December 2009 (see above, no. 10ff.) already imposed
a certain number of obligations on management societies regarding their
52. Moniteur Belge of 27 June 2017.
53. OJ no. L 84 of 20 March 2014.
54. For background on this conflict and an analysis of the parties’ positions, see F. Gotzen
“Les licences multiterritoriales entre le juge et le législateur. Des affaires ‘CISAC’ à la Directive
2014/26,” RIDA 2014, No. 241, p. 94-161.
55. For a critique of the draft directive, see A. Dietz “The proposal of the EU Commission
for a Directive on Collecting Societies and Cultural Diversity – a Missed Opportunity”, A&M
2014/2, p. 90-97.
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structure and organisation, the information they must provide to rightholders
and internal and external control of societies. However, because the chapter on
“Management societies” in Book XI, Title 5 of the Code of Economic Law is
the most affected by this transposition, it was decided to restructure this chapter
by dividing it into sections and sub-sections regrouping the articles by theme.
a) Definitions
61. The Directive uses the notion of “collective management
organisation”, which is broader than “collective management society”, to
cover all forms of entities entrusted with collective management. In the
interest of continuity, the Belgian legislator decided to maintain the notion of
“management society”, also introducing the notion of “collective management
organisation” to designate collective management organisations established
in another EU Member State. Furthermore, another definition, that of
“independent management entity”, was retained from the Directive. Unlike
collective management organisations, they are neither owned nor managed by
rights holders and are for profit.
62. The Directive uses the term titulaire de droits (“rights holder”). The
Belgian legislator continues to prefer the notion of ayant droit (“rightholder”),
in particular to include not only the original rights holder, but also the titulaire
dérivé (“derivative rights holder” – assignee, heir, etc.). Similarly, the term
associé (“associate”) is preferred to membre (“member”), used in the Directive,
and retained only for members of a collective management organisation,
meaning foreign.
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63. The obligation for collective management societies established
in another EU Member State to exercise their activity through a branch
established in Belgium, is deleted. It is maintained, however, for management
societies established outside the European Union. But it should be noted
that management societies established in another EU Member State and
with no branch in Belgium, will nevertheless be subject to monitoring by the
Oversight Department for their activities in Belgium.
b) Associates

64. Management societies were already required to manage rights in a
“fair non-discriminatory” manner. In compliance with the Directive, such
management must also be “diligent and efficient”.
65. The conditions entitling rightholders to become associates of the
society must be based on objective, transparent and non-discriminatory
criteria and must be specified in the society’s Statutes. This includes, on the
one hand, the conditions applying for the act by which the rights holders
entrust management of their rights to the society and, moreover, the conditions
applicable to the act by which rightholders may become associates.
Refusal to grant the status of associate to a rightholder wishing to entrust
management of his/her rights to a society must be justified. Such refusal must
also be based on objective, transparent and non-discriminatory criteria. Such
criteria may include, for example, the duration of management or the sums
paid by or due to a rightholder.
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66. The conditions for the withdrawal or cancellation right must be
specified in the management society’s Statutes.
Rightholders may entrust management of their rights for the
territory of their choice to the society or management organisation of
their choice.
Rightholders may grant licences for non-commercial use without having
recourse to collective management. Societies must inform their associates of
this possibility and the conditions in which they may do so. These conditions
must be fair, non-discriminatory and proportional to the goal pursued. Using
this option does not entail withdrawal of rights.
c) Distribution

67. The royalties collected were to be distributed within 24 months of
their collection (see above, no. 18). In compliance with the Directive, this
deadline is now reduced to 9 months as from the end of the collection year.
This marks a change in the duration and starting point. This obligation to
complete distribution within a specified amount of time remains, however,
with due diligence.
68. The sums due to rightholders which cannot be distributed within
three years following the end of the collection year are reputed to be
undistributable on condition the management society has taken all necessary
measures to identify and locate rightholders.
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These sums may be distributed among rightholders of the same
category, in the conditions approved by the General Assembly, but without
prejudice to rightholders’ right to claim these sums from the management
society. Since this right expires ten years after the date of their collection,
management societies will have to build up reserves as part of prudent
management.

69. If operating costs are more than 15%, this excess must be justified
in the management report. This concerns actual operating costs, before
deduction of any interest.
70. Rights management allocated for social, cultural or educational
purposes is undertaken by management societies themselves on the basis
of fair criteria, in particular regarding access to these rights and their scope.
We recall that the use of sums allocated for these purposes is limited to
10% of royalties collected.
d) Users’ obligations
71. Users must provide management societies with relevant information
on the use of royalties to enable societies to proceed with the collection,
distribution and payment of royalties respecting a pre-established format and
time frame.
Users are persons or entities whose acts require a licence from rightholders,
remuneration or payment of compensation and who do not act as consumers.
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72. Licensing conditions must be based on objective and nondiscriminatory criteria made known to users.
Rightholders’ remuneration must be appropriate and reasonable with
respect to the economic value of the use, while also taking into account
the economic value of the service provided by the collective management
society.
II. Multiterritorial licences for musical works for online use
73. It must be recalled first that the provisions in this section concern
only management societies managing copyright for musical works.
a) Organisation
74. A management society granting multiterritorial licences must
have adequate capacity to implement transparent and efficient electronic
processing of the data required for management, for identifying the repertoire
and overseeing its use, invoicing users, collecting royalties and distributing
them to rightholders.
This entails identification of the works the society is authorised to
represent and, for each territory concerned, the corresponding rights and
rightholders. The management society must make use of single identifiers to
identify works and their rightholders.
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75. A management society granting multiterritorial licences for online
rights must use electronic means to communicate updated information to
online service providers, rightholders and other societies and management
organisations for the identification of its repertoire.
This information comprises the works, rights represented and territories
covered. This type of society must set up a system enabling rightholders, other
societies or management organisations and online service providers to request
rectification of these data and information.
When a management society has given mandate to another for multiterritorial
licensing, that society or organisation must enforce these provisions with
rightholders whose works belong to the repertoire of the mandating society.
76. The management society oversees the use of online rights by online
service providers to which it has granted a multiterritorial licence.
Online service providers must have the possibility of using electronic
means for reporting the use of online rights to report the actual use of the works.
The management society must invoice online service providers using
electronic means.
77. A management society granting multiterritorial licences for online
rights must distribute the sums due to rightholders without delay, unless this
is impossible for reasons imputable to the online service providers.
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The society provides rightholders with the following information: the
period and territories in which the uses have been made, the sums collected,
deductions made and royalties distributed for each rightholder, as well as the
sums collected, deductions made and royalties distributed for each online
service provider.
The mandated management society must distribute without delay and
provide the same information to the mandating society, which is responsible
for distribution and communication of information to rightholders.
b) Representation agreements
78. Any representation agreement by which a management society
mandates another for multiterritorial licensing of online rights is non-exclusive
by nature. The mandating management society informs its associates of the
main terms of the agreement. The mandated management society informs the
mandating society of the main conditions of the latter’s licences.
79. When a management society itself does not intend to grant
multiterritorial licences for online rights and asks another collective management
society or organisation to sign a representation agreement to represent its rights,
the consulted society is held to accept such a request if it already grants or offers
to grant such licences for the same category of online rights.
The management society consulted manages the repertoire represented
by the mandating management society in the same conditions as those it
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applies to its own repertoire. It includes the repertoire represented in all the
offers it submits to online service providers. The operating costs for the service
provided to the mandating management society or collective management
organisation by the management society consulted must not exceed reasonable
costs paid by the latter.
80. When a management society grants no multiterritorial licences, or
does not entrust another society or collective management organisation with
representing these rights for this purpose, rightholders having authorised this
society to represent their online rights may withdraw online rights from this
society for the purpose of granting multiterritorial licences for all territories,
without having to withdraw these rights for the purpose of granting single
territory licences, in order to grant multiterritorial licences for their online rights
on their own behalf, or through another party or any other management society.

81.

Disputes

concerning

a

management

society

granting

multiterritorial licences for online rights, with an online service provider,
with one or more rightholders or with another collective management
society or organisation may be subject by common accord to three
mediators, appointed according to the rules of the Judicial Code applicable
to arbitrators.
c) External audit. Authorisation
82. The provisions concerning auditing of management societies
applies to all collective management societies, whether or not they
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grant multiterritorial licences for online rights. The same holds true for
collective management organisations regarding their branches established
in Belgium.
83. The provisions concerning the authorisation of the activities
of management societies apply for collective management organisations
intending to exercise their activity in Belgium. However, conditions for such
an autorisation must not duplicate the requirements and equivalent audits
to which such an organisation is already subject in the EU Member State in
which it is established.
Independent management entities established in Belgium or exercising
their activities in Belgium through a branch, must file a report with the
Oversight Department before beginning their activities.
d) The Oversight Department

84. The provisions concerning the Oversight Department apply
to all societies or collective management organisations. For collective
management organisations not having a branch in Belgium, supervision
extends to the exercise of their activities in Belgium. The same hold true
for independent management entities.
85. The Oversight Department, which receives a request for information
from a competent authority in another EU Member State, must give a
reasoned response within three months.
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Conversely, when the Oversight Department suspects that a collective
management organisation or independent management entity established in
another Member State, but exercising activities in Belgium, may not respect the
provisions of internal law of the State in which this organisation is established,
it may transmit all relevant information to the competent authority in this
State, and possibly request that this authority take any appropriate measures.
This information may also be sent to the expert group set up in compliance
with Article 41 of the Directive.
The provisions concerning the powers of the Oversight Department
and its agents are applicable mutatis mutandis to collective management
organisations with or without a branch in Belgium, and independent
management entities with or without a branch in Belgium.
e) Professional secrecy
86. Obligations concerning professional secrecy of management
societies’ agents apply to agents of independent management entities
established in Belgium, branches in Belgium of collective management
organisations and independent management entities established in another
EU Member State.
f ) Sanctions
87. Finally, the articles concerning sanctions have been updated to
comply with the Directive. The text no longer provides only for criminal
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fines, but also administrative fines ranging from €100 to €110,000 that the
Minister can impose. The procedure for imposing fines is detailed
B. CASE LAW
1. The author
88. By virtue of Article 6 of the Law of 30 June 1994 relative to
Copyright and Neighbouring Rights, taken up in Article XI.170 of the Code
of Economic Law, the original copyright holder is the natural person who
created the work. By virtue of the same article, unless there is proof to the
contrary, anyone is presumed to be an author who appears as such on the
work, a reproduction of the work, or in relation with communication to the
public of the work, through mention of his name or his identifying initials.
The application of this presumption is not subordinated to the condition that
the reproduction of the work bearing this mention or these initials be dated.56
The Court of Ghent applied Articles 565ff. of the Civil Code concerning
the right of accession to movable things and decided that an artist participating
for a week in a school project and, in so doing, contributed his unquestionable
artistic talent, skill and experience temporarily and partially to the school for
a fee of €1,500, acquired no material property rights for a sculpture per se,
made by and with the students. In these circumstances, however, he was sole
owner of copyright for this sculpture.57
56. Cass. 8 December 2008, A&M 2009/3, p. 253.
57. Ghent 15 June 2009, A&M 2009/6, p. 625.
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2. The protected work
89. We know that, according to the Court of Justice, it follows from the
requirements of both the uniform enforcement of EU Law and the principle
of equality that the terms of a provision of EU Law with no express reference
to Member States’ Law to determine its meaning and scope must usually find,
throughout the EU, an autonomous uniform interpretation which must be
sought taking into account the context of the provision and the objective of
the regulation involved.58
It follows that national courts and tribunals are in principle held to
respect the definitions provided by the Court of Justice concerning the key
concepts of copyright found in the different European Directives on copyright
and more specifically in Directive 2001/29.

90. This exercise is not always clear, as sometimes demonstrated
even by Belgian Court of Cassation case law. Thus, concerning the main
touchstone for all protection, i.e. the requisite originality, we can see that
the Court of Justice defines it as the expression of creative capacity through
free choice to bestow a personal touch on the work.59

58. Constant general case law of the Court in all areas. For copyright, the principle was applied
for the first time in the SENA judgment of 6 February 2003, C-245/00, Jur. p. I-1251,
paragraph 23 and later repeated in a long series of judgments of which we will mention only
then latest: judgments of 3 September 2014, Deckmyn/Vandersteen, C-201/13, paragraphs
14 & 16, and of 13 May 2015, C-516/13, Dimensione/Knoll, paragraph 22.
59. Many judgments initiated by that of 16 July 2009, Infopaq International, C5/08, Jur.
p. I6569, paragraphs 35ff., followed, among others, by that of 1 December 2011, Painer,
C145/10, Jur. p. I12533, paragraphs 87ff. and of 1 March 2012, Football Dataco, C-604/10,
paragraph 38.
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This definition seemed to fit in well with the traditional case law of the
Belgian Court of Cassation which, with the former law, followed a comparable
definition in requiring the choice of a specific form attesting to a personality.60
Nonetheless, in a rather surprising decision of 26 January 2012,61
the Belgian High Court suddenly considered that, although it had to be
demonstrated that the work was its author’s own intellectual creation, it was
no longer required that it be marked with his/her personality.
The Court had to make changes in several subsequent judgments to
consider, in harmony with the European definition, that “for a work to benefit
from protection of the law…, it is necessary but sufficient to prove that it is
original in that it is an intellectual creation proper to its author. An intellectual
creation is proper to its author when it reflects that author’s personality. Such
is the case when the author has expressed his/her creative capacities in crafting
the work by making free creative choices.”62
91. The Belgian Court of Cassation also highlighted the fact that only a
literary or artistic work, expressed in specific concrete form can benefit from
protection. Copyright protection does not extend to an idea or a concept,
which is not expressed in any form, style, manner or genre, and represents
only the expression of general aesthetics.63 Thus, the idea of having a student
60. See, for example, Cass. 11 March 2005, A&M 2005/5, p. 396.
61. Cass. 26 January 2012, I.R.D.I. 2012, p. 199, note F. Gotzen; A&M 2012/4, p. 336, note
F. Brison.
62. Cass. 31 October 2013, Pas. 2013, p. 2114; Cass. 17 March 2014, ICIP-Ing Cons. 2014,
p. 251; Cass. 14 December 2015, ICIP-Ing.Cons. 2016, p. 193, A&M 2016, p. 158.
63. Cass. 17 February 2017, I.R.D.I. 2017, p. 135, note F. Gotzen.
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sing solo with school recess scenes is not protectable. The same is true for the
idea of auditioning children to create a chorus.64 A template or format for a
television programme cannot be protected if it is not sufficiently structured to
express its author’s personality.65 The idea of creating a show combining texts,
songs, film excerpts and guest contributions around Leonard Cohen’s work
can become protectable only as long as its author expresses it in a scenario that
is detailed enough to demonstrate a personal touch.66 A renovation project
for a building combining a launderette, cybercafé and art gallery is nothing
more than a non-protectable idea.67 The style of presentation of merchandise
in a shop and the way of posting prices using certain colours cannot be
protected by copyright.68 While the idea of dedicating a museum to the
Siege of Bastogne cannot be protected, its inner arrangement can.69 Although
the idea of participating in an artistic festival with an installation made of
wood intended to be burned there cannot be protected, the specific shape
of what had become a “wooden cathedral” clearly could, and its protection
as an intangible work survived the destruction of the original object.70 The
idea of secure payment for online purchases is not protectable. It is only its
realisation as a computer programme that could be.71 The idea of making
steel cigar cutters, combining different materials and colours, using different

64. Brussels 15 February 2008, A&M 2008/2, p. 109.
65. Ghent 19 May 2008, A&M 2008/4, p. 310; Brussels 3 October 2013, A&M 2014/1, p. 29.
66. Antwerp 15 June 2009, I.R.D.I. 2010, p. 286.
67. Brussels 29 May 2008, A&M 2009/1-2, p. 106.
68. Ghent 28 September 2009, I.R.D.I. 2010, p. 411.
69. Brussels 3 May 2013, A&M 2013/6, p. 446.
70. Ghent 13 February 2012, I.R.D.I. 2013, p. 124.
71. Brussels 19 March 2015, A&M 2015/3-4, p. 292.
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processing on the same metal (polished or rough) or an elliptical shape cannot
be protected by copyright.72
92. Finally, the Court of Cassation very specifically considered that
copyright protection does not require novelty, which does, however, give
rise to problems of proof of autonomous production. If a work displays major
similarities with a previously existing work, the trial judge must examine
whether these similarities with the earlier work are fortuitous or result from
conscious or unconscious borrowing from this work which means copyright
infringement. In case of sufficient similarities between the original elements of
both works, the author of the most recent work must reverse the presumption
of reproduction by making it plausible that he/she did not know the earlier
work or could not reasonably know of it.73
93. According to the Court of Brussels, a musical work comprises three
elements in principle: the melody, harmony and rhythm. It is the juxtaposition
of these three elements that, when it is marked with its author’s personality,
makes the musical work protectable. It it is accepted that the rhythm and
harmony do not give rise to protection in themselves, when juxtaposed with
a melody, they may form a protectable work.74 This approach was shared in
principle by the Court of Mons, which could not find, however, sufficient
originality in the allegedly infringing melodic line to justify copyright
protection.75
72. Brussels 5 March 2015, ICIP-Ing Cons. 2015, p. 369.
73. Cass. 3 September 2009, I.R.D.I. 2009, p. 411, note M. Buydens, A&M 2010/2, p. 171.
74. Brussels 18 December 2008, A&M 2010/1, p. 22.
75. Mons 3 February 2014, A&M 2014/3-4, p. 243.
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94. Both a preparatory drawing for a tattoo and its photograph on
a human body may come under copyright protection, if the condition of
originality is satisfied. A tattooed individual’s personality rights may limit the
exercise of copyright.76
Photographs of Ancient coins were deemed original for the choice of
lighting and colour.77 Photographs of industrial artefacts in display cases or on
panels may, for their perspective and play on light and colour, demonstrate a
form that is proper resulting from personal choice.78

95. To the extent the shape of a product is determined by technical
constraints, its expression must be the same for everyone, excluding any
creative choice. Thus, the appearance of a heating device for terraces
was deemed non-original because of the constraints from technical
characteristics and security requirements.79 Packaging for watches, made
up of functional shapes and largely determined by technical elements is
not protectable.80 The presence of screws or rivets on cigar cutters is a
technical aspect of fixation that in no way displays the originality of the
shape.81

76. Ghent 5 January 2009, A&M 2009/4, p. 413.
77. Brussels 22 December 2011, ICIP-Ing Cons. 2012, p. 887, appeal dismissed by Cass. 17
March 2014, ICIP-Ing Cons. 2014, p. 251.
78. Brussels 3 June 2016, ICIP-Ing Cons. 2017, p. 173.
79. Ghent 31 January 2011, A&M 2013/2, p. 97.
80. Liège 13 November 2014, I.R.D.I. 2014, p. 659.
81. Brussels 5 March 2015, ICIP-Ing Cons. 2015, p. 369.
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This does not prevent creators from exceeding technical constraints
by adding or combining formal elements in a strictly personal way. Thus,
a website was able to obtain protection, by demonstrating creativity that
exceeded technical constraints.82 The same was true for a computer programme
demonstrating personal choices not imposed by technical requirements.83 The
combination of formal elements of Apple’s iPod Nano was protectable since
it was not indissociable from the technical effect.84 A model for children’s
chairs, named Tripp Trapp, was considered original because its shape resulted
from personal choice not exclusively imposed by technical requirements.85
The specific shape of a lamp and its lighting effects could be selected freely
and creatively enough.86
96. Architectural works are expressly protected by the Berne
Convention. The protection of an original work of architecture may result
from the plans as well as the constructions made from these plans. In this case,
the shape of a type of house clearly attests to an intellectual effort marked
by the creator’s personal stamp, without being determined exclusively by
functional or technical requirements. The original copyright holder can only
be the architect, and not the builder. The latter may claim royalties only if they
result from a clear transfer, although this is not the case here. The restrictive
interpretation rule then requires interpretation in the author’s favour. The
architect consented only to a non-exclusive right of use of a model home,
82. Ghent 5 May 2008, A&M 2009/1-2, p. 110.
83. Ghent 10 January 2011, A&M 2013/2, p. 99.
84. Brussels 28 June 2011, I.R.D.I. 2012, p. 207.
85. Brussels 12 April 2011, A&M 2013/2, p. 93.
86. Brussels 26 June 2012, I.R.D.I. 2013, p. 96, note J. Muyldermans.
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thereby retaining the right to reuse the plans indefinitely.87 The author of
building plans does not, however, have any intellectual rights for the building’s
environment.88
97. A slogan, even a short one with three words, containing a creative
alliteration, may be original in terms of copyright.89 Conversely, the slogan
“Modular. Waterproof. Futureproof.” is not original, whether for any of its
three words, or their combination.90
98. The Court of Liège made a decision on copyright protection for
recipes. They could qualify as original works if, aside from the description
of the different steps necessary to prepare them resulting from culinary
technical requirements, they were characterised by their author’s personal
stamp. Since the arrangement of the different steps in the recipes cannot be
changed, it is in the way they are written that their author can express a creative
spirit in an original way. According to the Court, originality can result from
adopting a different style or tone, adding commentaries or personal anecdotes
to each recipe, making unusual suggestions for how to accompany the dish,
paring food and drink, advice on the art of arranging plates, decorating a
table, resorting to an unusual page layout, etc. However, in this case, the
disputed recipes simply provided brief standard terms to list ingredients, their
quantities and recommended gestures (peeling, slicing, splitting, mincing,

87. Ghent 17 May 2010, I.R.D.I. 2012, p. 204.
88. Brussels 3 May 2013, A&M 2013/6, p. 446.
89. Antwerp 29 June 2009, A&M 2010/2, p. 187.
90. Ghent 25 January 2010, A&M 2013/2, p. 105.
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cooking, etc.), according to a form unchanged for at least a century now fallen
into the public domain.91
99. Fashion items come under copyright protection only if they surpass
current trends to become the expression of intellectual creation specific to
their author. This originality may also be achieved through creative choice,
personal arrangement and combination of elements not covered by protection
in themselves. Such was not the case for certain dresses produced by a large
ready-to-wear clothing chain that did not display a sufficient personal touch.92
The same was true for a set of handkerchiefs.93 Conversely, the choice,
arrangement and combination of characteristics were deemed sufficiently
original in other cases concerning handbags,94 garments,95 umbrellas96 and
chequered fabric.97
100. Traditional representations of views of a city on utilitarian
products, like carpets, have not, according to the Court of Antwerp, enabled
their authors to surpass the stage of simple know-how to express their
personality by making creative choices.98

91. Liège 10 June 2011, A&M 2012/1, p. 58, note M.C. Janssens.
92. Brussels 1 March 2011, A&M 2013/2, p. 85, note B. Michaux.
93. Ghent 17 May 2010, A&M 2013/2, p. 102.
94. Brussels 8 May 2012, I.R.D.I. 2012, p. 359.
95. Antwerp 28 February 2011, I.R.D.I. 2012, p. 405; Antwerp 23 January 2012, I.R.D.I.
2012, p. 374; Brussels 23 February 2011, ICIP-Ing Cons. 2011, p. 104.
96. Brussels 21 November 2011, I.R.D.I. 2012, p. 385.
97. Brussels 28 June 2011, I.R.D.I. 2012, p. 395.
98. Antwerp 28 April 2014, ICIP-Ing Cons. 2014, p. 517.
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Product packaging can be protected by copyright on condition the
presentation includes original combinations of colours, design or layout
of writing. Such was not the case for the packaging of electric batteries.99
Conversely, the presentation of packaging for tampons was deemed worthy
of protection.100
101. Summaries of case law in a legal journal are not protected if they
simply quote passages of judgments and decisions literally. In some cases, they
may, however, display sufficient originality, if they lead to specific formulation
with concision and accuracy.101
102. The Court of Ghent examined the qualification of video games,
refusing to reduce them to their software element to list them rather in the
category of audiovisual works, and triggering the application of the special
system provided for in the Law for loans from public libraries.102
3. Moral rights
103. The Court of Cassation had occasion of rule on the right of
integrity of a work in a case concerning affixing on the pedestal of a sculpture
a critical comment by another artist in the form of a plaque and a ribbon with
the words “Interdiction de regarder” (Do not look). The Court establishes the
99. Antwerp 14 March 2011, ICIP-Ing Cons. 2011, p. 205.
100. Liège 16 May 2011, ICIP-Ing Cons. 2011, p. 193.
101. Antwerp 28 November 2011, I.R.D.I. 2012, p. 318.
102. Ghent 19 May 2014, A&M 2014/6, p. 488, note F. Coppens. Compare ECJ 23 January
2014, Nintendo/PC Box, C-355/12, paragraph 23.
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principle that “the right to respect for a work enables the author to object
to any material distortion of the work, taken as a whole, without the author
having to provide proof of any damage whatsoever. It is of little importance
in this respect whether the change is an addition, deletion or any other
alteration, as long as it affects the work’s integrity. The right to respect for
a work also protects the author against intangible changes, which alter the
work’s genius.”103 The case having been referred to the Court of Appeals of
Antwerp,104 the judges of the port city were unable to seize this opportunity.
Rather than examining the case from the standpoint of a breach of the artistic
integrity of the sculptor, they reasoned on the basis of the droit de destination
to denounce the artist-critic’s action. In truth, the droit de destination is
irrelevant since it targets situations where copies of works available in the
market are used in ways contrary to the author’s clear will, which in no way
corresponds to the facts in this case.
It is interesting to note that, in another case concerning the right of
integrity, the Belgian Court of Cassation considered that, in some cases,
copyright could be put to the test of abuse of right, even when it concerns
the exercise of moral rights. The Court declares what follows: “Any violation
of an author’s rights, in particular moral rights over a work, may give rise
to reparation in compliance with articles 1382 and 1383 of the Civil Code.
These articles require someone who, by his/her fault, has caused damage to
repair it entirely, which implies restoring the damaged item to the condition in
103. Cass. 8 May 2008, A&M 2009/1-2, p. 102, note F. Götzen, ICIP-Ing Cons. 2008, p. 605,
note Ph. Campolini & B. Michaux.
104. Antwerp 29 March 2010, A&M 2010/5-6, p. 489, note Ph. Campolini & B.Michaux,
and S. Dusollier, p. 450.
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which it would have remained had the damage not been done. Furthermore,
they allow the injured party to demand reparation of the damage in kind if
this is possible and is not an abuse of right.”105
There is no abuse of rights when, on the basis of the moral right of
integrity, a sculptor demands of the City of Namur that his statue, moved
outside the public domain after having suffered irreparable damage, be
reproduced in bronze and reinstated in a public place.106
On grounds of the architect’s moral right of integrity, the Court of Liège
ordered a renovated reception centre, to move a very colourful, very sinuous
ceramic piece, which adulterated the intended sobriety of an architectural
project, stylistically disrupting and altering the nature of the site.107
An infringing illustration on packaging may, if it includes changes in the
drawing, also be a violation of the moral right of integrity.108
The marketing of a legal dictionary with partly obsolete vocabulary
does not violate the right of integrity, if the publisher has not made any
unauthorised changes and has respected the spirit of the work as stated in the
original publishing contract, while also mentioning the publication date.109

105. Cass. 5 May 2011, ICIP-Ing Cons. 2011, p. 50, A&M 2012/5, p. 437. With the same
meaning, Brussels 3 May 2013, A&M 2013/6, p. 446.
106. Liège 1 April 2010, A&M 2012/5, p. 438, note S. Carneroli.
107. Liège 27 February 2009, A&M 2009/6, p. 629.
108. Brussels 3 March 2010, I.R.D.I. 2010, p. 394.
109. Antwerp 5 November 2012, ICIP-Ing Cons. 2012, p. 549.
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104. On the right of divulgation, the Court of Brussels considered
that the author has sovereign power to determine if his/her work is
completed and ready for communication to the public. Even if it appears
finalised to third parties, the author may consider that this is not yet
the right moment. According to the Court, the evolution of ideas may,
however, lead to considering refusal of disclosure as abusive in certain
cases: for example, if it is used as a pretext for obtaining more favourable
conditions from one’s co-contractor.110
By decision of 14 November 2014, the Court of Appeals of Brussels
banned, for infringement, the distribution and marketing of a book on JeanMichel Folon, La vie est un voyage. The book was based on interviews with
the artist and illustrated with his works. The Folon Foundation checks moral
rights for the works by its founder, Jean-Michel Folon, by general legacy.
There is no abuse of right by the Folon Foundation in respecting the author’s
will as expressed in his lifetime not to publish a literary work he has not read
and approved. Voluntarily providing photographs does not imply transfer of
the right to publish them.111
4. Economic rights – Reproduction right

105. Without the author’s renewed consent, a licence for the
reproduction of a work as a facsimile or in a book does not include the

110. Brussels 29 May 2008, A&M 2009/1-2, p. 106.
111. Brussels 14 November 2014, A&M 2015/3-4, p. 278.
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right to reproduce it, too, on media intended to advertise these facsimiles
or books.112
Illegal low-cost copying by a photocopy shop near the Free University
of Brussels of books for which the University owns reproduction rights is a
copyright infringement.113
5. Economic rights – Rental rights
106. The fact of making DVDs available for rental, when they are known
to be reserved for sale, violates Article 1 of the Copyright Law.114
6. Economic rights – Communication to the public right - Internet
107. Copying a webpage on Google servers is reproduction; making this
copy accessible through a “cache” link is communication to the public. The
Google “cache” service cannot be compared to “making available of physical
facilities to make communication possible.” It does not come under the
temporary copy exception, since the service is not technically necessary and
the nature of the copies is not temporary. Google News proposes excerpts that
obviate the need to consult the original website. Google News offers not only
hyperlinks, but also excerpts from parts of press articles. The issue here is clearly
communication to the public. The quotations exception can be justified only
112. Cass. 13 October 2008, A&M 2009/5, p. 529; Brussels 23 June 2009, A&M 2010/3,
p. 253.
113. Brussels 28 October 2016, ICIP-Ing Cons. 2016, p. 8856.
114. Mons 16 March 2010, A&M 2010/3, p. 266.
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with respect to its purpose. The quotation must remain accessory, to illustrate
a remark in particular. Such is not the case for the Google “cache” function
or Google News, which causes prejudice to normal exploitation of the work; it
does not satisfy the three-step test.115

Establishing a link to enable an indefinite number of webusers to
download a work protectable by copyright is communication to the public,
which cannot be done without the rights holders’ assent, unless the work is
freely accessible on another site.116
108. The legal rules determining the liability of Internet access providers
do not preclude requesting a prohibitory injunction against them to obtain
an injunction to make The Pirate Bay websites inaccessible. Such injunctions
do not trigger any surveillance obligation for the information transmitted
or recorded. The fact that all that circulates on The Pirate Bay websites is
not protected by copyright does not mean that a very large part of it is not
infringement. The fact that the prohibition order will not put a stop to all
illegal activities on the Internet does not mean that this measure is in any way
disproportionate. Rights holders cannot be forced to begin by taking action
against the actual infringers before requesting an injunction against access
providers.117
In the framework of criminal prosecution, the notice to an Internet access
provider to use all possible technical means to block access to content hosted
115. Brussels 5 May 2011, A&M 2012/2-3, p. 202.
116. Cass. 24 June 2015, A&M 2015/3-4, p. 277.
117. Antwerp 26 September 2011, A&M 2012/2-3, p. 216.
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by a server associated with a particular main domain name by blocking at least
all the domain names referring to this server associated with the particular
main domain name, with in addition the specification of the technical process
to be used does not imply any obligation of surveillance under the legal rules
on Internet access providers’ liability.118
109. Do Internet service providers (ISPs) proceed themselves with an
act of communication to the public of the works transiting through their
systems? The Court of Brussels119 responds to this question in the negative,
thereby denying SABAM’s right to propose a tariff, equivalent to a licence to
communicate. According to the Court, SABAM has no legal basis to justify
this and ISPs could raise the matter of exoneration of liability provided by
e-commerce legislation.
It seems to us, however, that, were we to undertake a more detailed
analysis of ISPs’ activity, there is no reason not to believe this would lead
to the opposite conclusion that, as organisations acting independently for
profit in a distribution chain of content made up partly of copyrighted works,
they are directly liable for their transmissions to their own paying public. This
liability is not covered by possible exoneration of indirect liability for violations
perpetrated by third parties, as stated in e-commerce legislation. Thus, for
example, the Court of Justice was already able to observe that the notion of
“communication to the public”, in accordance with Article 3, paragraph 1, of
Directive 2001/29/CE, should be interpreted to cover retransmission of works
118. Cass. 22 October 2013, A&M 2014/2, p. 98.
119. Brussels 3 June 2016, A&M 2016/2, p.164; I.R.D.I. 2016, p. 265, note S. De Smedt &
Y. Van Couter.
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included in a terrestrial television broadcast by an organisation other that the
original broadcaster, using Internet flow made available to subscribers who
may receive this retransmission by connecting to the organisation’s server.120
We should also note that, in the judgment under review, the Court of
Brussels also declares that an organisation under private law like SABAM
does not have the right to act statutorily by imposing tariffs against third
parties, or the power to go against the general principle of autonomy of
the will that enables ISPs to refuse to sign a contract. No one may dispute
these principles, but that is not the real issue. Indeed, if the eventuality of
direct liability of ISPs were to be confirmed, it would be necessary rather to
emphasise with the Court of Justice121 “that the rights guaranteed to authors
by Article 2, sub a) and Article 3, paragraph 1, of Directive 2001/29 are
preventive in nature, in that any act of reproduction or communication to
the public of a work by a third party requires the author’s prior consent.
It follows that, on condition of the exceptions and limitations provided
for, exhaustively, in Article 5 of Directive 2001/29, any use of a work by
a third party without such prior consent must be viewed as violating the
rights of the author of this work”. It follows from these principles that an
authors’ society, officially recognised by the public authorities, entrusted by
its members with exercising their exclusive right of communication to the
public, cannot act beyond its capacity by offering intermediaries a tariff for
the use of works belonging to its repertoire. The situation in this case would
not be at all statutory, but contractual under private law. In fact, users are
120. ECJ 7 March 2013, ITV/TVCatchup, C-607/11; ECJ 1 March 2017, ITV/TVCatchup,
C-275/15.
121. ECJ 6 November 2016, Soulier/Prime Minister, C-301/15, paragraphs 33-34.
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free to challenge the tariffs proposed in the framework of a contractual
negotiation. But, in the absence of any agreement, the use of a repertoire
without authorisation would be deemed a violation of the author’s exclusive
rights, meaning the authors’ society would be right to use the legal remedies
for copyright infringement.
7. Economic rights – Communication to the public right – Cable
and satellite
110. Following a judgment by the Court of Justice in the Uradex case,122
the Court of Cassation confirmed that, for cable retransmission, exclusive
competence to represent management societies is not limited to financial
aspects, but also comprises the very right to authorise or refuse retransmission.
The mandatory intervention of management societies regarding the exercise
of this right does not preclude, however, the transfer of right from the
rights holders to a third party. Such a transfer may also result from legal
presumption. In Belgium, such is the case of the presumption of transfer of
rights of performing artists or performers to the producer of an audiovisual
work. The presumption may be reversed by contrary agreement by virtue of
which the exploitation rights are reserved for the performing artist. Such a
contrary agreement cannot, however, result solely from membership in an
artists and performers rights management society, prior to signature of the
production contract for the audiovisual work.123

122. ECJ 1 June 2006, C169/05, Jur.2006, p. I4973.
123. Cass. 14 June 2010, I.R.D.I. 2011, p. 147, note K. Roox.
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When an author or performing artist or performer has transferred his/
her right to authorise or refuse cable retransmission to the producer of an
audiovisual work, Article XI.225 of the Code of Economic Law provides
that he/she retains nonetheless the right to obtain remuneration for the
cable retransmission. This right is unwaivable and cannot be relinquished by
authors or performing artists or performers. It can be exercised only through
a rights management society. The Constitutional Court having examined this
system finds it in no way discriminatory towards the producers of audiovisual
works. It notes furthermore that “the right to unwaivable remuneration for an
author or performing artist or performer stems from the legislator’s reasonable
justified will to adjust the imbalance in the negotiating power of producers,
on the one hand, and authors and artist-performers or performers, on the
other.”124
111. The activity of a provider offering the public a package of television
channels transmitted by satellite, which may be listened to or watched
jointly by its subscribers using a satellite decoder gave rise to a request for
a preliminary ruling from the Court of Appeals of Brussels by judgment of
27 October 2009.125 In its response,126 the Court of Justice declared that
Article 2 of Directive 93/83/EEC of the Council, of 27 September 1993,
relative to the coordination of certain rules of Copyright and Neighbouring
Rights applicable to satellite broadcast and cable retransmission, should
be interpreted in such a way that a satellite package provider is required in
principle to obtain a license from the rights holders concerned for its role in
124. Constitutional Court 13 October 2016, A&M 2016/3, p. 266.
125. Brussels 27 October 2009, A&M 2010/1, p. 33.
126. ECJ 13 October 2011, Airfield, C-431/09 & C-432/09.
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the direct and indirect transmissions of televised programmes, unless these
rights holders have agreed with the broadcasting organisation concerned that
the protected works would also be communicated to the public through this
provider, on condition, in the latter case, the provider’s action were not to
make these works accessible to a new public. Taking into account this response,
the Court of Appeals of Brussels deemed that, in this case, this last exception
could apply, since the contracts signed by rights management societies with
broadcasting organisations already included the additional public covered by
the satellite package provider.127
112. Is a broadcasting organisation transmitting programmes exclusively
using the technique known as “direct injection” engaging in communication
to the public in accordance with Article 3, paragraph 1 of Directive 2001/29?
Such is the question asked by the Court of Appeals of Brussels in a judgment
of 17 June 2014 of the Court of Justice. The case opposed SABAM against
a commercial broadcasting organisation named SBS which broadcasts to
distributors via a point-to-point private line. At this stage, these signals
cannot be picked up by the general public. The distributors then transmit
the signals, after encrypting or not, to their subscribers, so they can watch the
programmes on their device, using a decoder provided by the distributor, if
need be. The Court of Justice deemed that, in the first stage, the broadcasting
organisation concerned was engaging in an act of “communication” of
protected works,128 but that it was not communicated to a “public”, but only
to specific individual professionals129. It is only in the following stage, that
127. Brussels 9 June 2015, A&M 2015/3-4, p. 296.
128. ECJ 19 November 2015, SBS/SABAM, C-325/14, paragraphs 18-19.
129. ECJ 19 November 2015, SBS/SABAM, C-325/14, paragraphs 22-23.
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of subsequent communication by professional distributors, independently of
the first communication,130 that they reach a true public made up of all their
their customers.131 It follows, according to the Court of Justice, that, in case of
direct injection, it is not the broadcasting organisation that engages in an act
of communication to the public. It could not be otherwise unless, in a specific
case, it was demonstrated that the intervention of the distributors concerned
were only a mere technical conduit. The consequence of this judgment
clearly seems, on the basis of Article 3 of Directive 2001/29, to state that the
distributor is responsible for paying royalties for direct injection.
In a different case, comparable in its facts, but arbitrated on the basis
of a different directive, the Belgian Court of Cassation also examined the
phenomenon of direct injection.132 The Belgian Court, informed of the
European responses in the SBS case regarding the interpretation of Directive
2001/29, deemed itself sufficiently well informed to deduce the consequences
with respect to the Belgian provisions transposing Directive 93/83 on satellite
and cable, without having to formulate new preliminary questions. These
provisions were the subject of discussions in a dispute, also involving acts of
direct injection, in a dispute between several management societies and a
cable distributor. The Belgian Court overturned the decision of the Court of
Antwerp133 which, after observing the presence of direct injection not reaching
any public in its first stage, had nonetheless deemed that the distributor was
undertaking “cable retransmission” in accordance with the provisions of
130. ECJ 19 November 2015, SBS/SABAM, C-325/14, paragraphs 30-31.
131. ECJ 19 November 2015, SBS/SABAM, C-325/14, paragraph 28.
132. Cass. 30 September 2016, A&M 2016/4, p. 339.
133. Antwerp 4 February 2013, A&M 2013/3-4, p. 227.
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Directive 93/83, when the latter supposed according to the Court a primary
broadcast accessible to a public and later retransmitted by an autonomous
act of communication to a new public. In so doing, the Court of Cassation
leaves expressly open the crucial issue of knowing who should pay royalties.
It seems to us that, even if one accepts that the cable operator undertakes no
“retransmission” in accordance with Directive 93/83, it remains true that it
proceeds in all cases with “communication to the public” in accordance with
Directive 2001/29.
8. Exceptions to rights – Quotations
113. The digital abstract of a book containing extensive quotes both in
the structure and arrangement of chapters and the body of the text itself is
an infringement. It cannot be come under the quotations exception because
the latter implies concision. Furthermore, the abstract in question is not in a
context of criticism, polemic, review, teaching or scientific research. Its sole
purpose is to arrogate the elements making for the originality of the book
being copied to enable readers to have access to it in a record time and for a
lower cost. The very numerous quotations from the book not being part of
its own development, they do not comply with honest profession practices.134
9. Exceptions to rights – Private copying
114. Do the basic principles in the Belgian Constitution to preserve
equality and non-discrimination hinder the establishment of a system of
134. Liège 16 May 2013, A&M 2013/5, p. 377.
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fair remuneration for private copying applied to blank media not necessarily
intended for storing audio or audiovisual works? The Constitutional Court
answered this question in the negative, considering that “the measure in
question aims specifically to compensate for the loss of income for the rights
holders concerned resulting from the use of media and devices for a specific
purpose, such compensation requiring the necessary financial resources.
Despite the general nature of the cause triggering such remuneration, the
measure is reasonably justified. Indeed, the legislator may take into account
the difficulties which, both from the standpoint of efficacy of the measure
and from that of the magnitude of administrative costs, may result from a
system of remuneration — assuming it is feasible — based on the concrete
use made of reproduction devices and media and may thus prefer a lump-sum
remuneration.”135
The Council of State followed the decision of the Court of Justice136 to
consider that devices and media utilisable pour private copying may give rise
to remuneration, even if they are not actually used for making copies, or only
rarely used for that purpose.137
The provisions in the Belgian Law provide authors, performing artists or
performers and producers of phonograms and audiovisual works a remuneration
right for the private reproduction of their works and performances. This
remuneration is paid by the intra-Community manufacturer, importer or
135. Constitutional Court 6 November 2008, judgment no. 152/2008, A&M 2009/1-2,
p. 99.
136. ECJ 21 October 2010, Padawan/SGAE, C-467/08, Jur. 2010, p. I10055.
137. Council of State 1 December 2011, A&M 2012/2-3, p. 199, ICIP-Ing Cons. 2011, p.
491, note V. Cassiers.
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acquirer of media clearly used for the private reproduction of works and
performances, or devices clearly used for such reproduction when these
media and devices are put into circulation in the national territory. The term
“intra-Community acquirer” refers to the person who undertakes an intraCommunity acquisition, defined as entry into the national territory of one
or several media from another EU member country. In the context of online
sales to Belgian consumers, vendors online are the ones who bring in blank
media into Belgian territory and are thus subject to payment of compensation
as intra-Community acquirers. The remuneration provided for applies to the
sale in Belgium of all blank media, imported or not, resulting in remuneration
that has the same effect, de jure and de facto, on the sale of national products
as on the sale of products from other Member States. Belgian remuneration is
on a level with the European mean. There is no non-conformity in relation to
the rules of free circulation of goods.138
Someone putting blank DVDs for sale on the eBay website must pay the
private copy levy, even without being an exclusive intra-Community acquirer
or a wholesaler and even if this is not his/her main activity.139
10. Exceptions to rights – Parody
115. The period concerned here is characterised by several cases in
which the parody exception was invoked to cover the use of existing works
for political purposes. Thus, the comic book characters Lucky Luke and the
138. Brussels 3 February 2009 & 22 December 2009, A&M 2011/4-5, p. 487, 490 & 499.
139. Cass. 4 October 2012, ICIP-Ing Cons. 2012, p. 557, note V. Cassiers.
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Daltons having been introduced in political advertising, the Court of Ghent
considered that this practice could not be come under the parody exception.
The drawing violated copyright, since it included no criticism of these
characters and showed no contrast with the work. The contentious drawing
relied on the characters’ image and success in such a way that honest use had
not been properly respected.140 In another case, the same Court did consider
that, in the context of an election, this same honest use served to justify
parodic use by a candidate on a local scale of part of a photograph by a wellknown personality who expressed his support for a political party.141
Again, in a political context, the cover of an album of Bob et Bobette
(Dutch: Suske en Wiske) was faithfully reproduced, with the substitution
of certain characters, to criticise the Mayor of Ghent’s policies. The Court
of Brussels, observing that the notion of “parody” is neither defined, nor
specified in Directive 2001/29 and that, since there is no uniformity in the
European Union regarding the conditions under which the exception applies,
decided to formulate preliminary questions.142 It is in this context that the
Court of Justice responded that the notion of “parody” must indeed be
regarded as an autonomous concept of EU law. In their opinion, parody’s
essential characteristics include, on the one hand, evoking an existing work,
while displaying perceptible differences and, moreover, expressing humour or
mockery. The notion of “parody”, in accordance with this provision, is not
subject to conditions according to which parody should display its own original
nature, other than that of showing perceptible differences in comparison with
140. Ghent 3 January 2011, A&M 2011/3, p. 327.
141. Ghent 13 May 2013, A&M 2013/5, p. 352.
142. Brussels 8 April 2013, A&M 2013/5, p. 348, note D. Voorhoof.
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the original work that is being parodied, and should reasonably be attributed
to someone other than the author of the original work itself, bear on the
original work itself or mention the source of the work parodied. However,
the application, in a particular case, of the exception of parody, should also
respect a fair balance between, on the one hand, the interests of rights holders
and, on the other, the freedom of expression of the user of protected work
who is relying on the parody exception.143
11. Contracts
116. The transfer of exploitation rights for a television commercial does
not imply the transfer of the same rights for a jingle included in the same
commercial when both these works were invoiced separately and the jingle,
even if it provided musical support for the commercial, was not indissociably
linked to it, its use having also been foreseen for other purposes.144

The original holder of copyright for software is the programmer
who gave his/her creation his/her personal stamp. The fact of having
commissioned and paid for the development of special software does not
automatically lead to transfer of rights. The acquisition of rights in full
ownership requires express transfer as proven in writing for authors.145
The presumption of transfer of economic rights to the employer in
Article 3 of the Law of 30 June 1994 transposing into Belgian Law the
143. ECJ 3 September 2014, Deckmyn/Vandersteen, C-201/13.
144. Brussels 14 May 2009, A&M 2010/1, p. 26.
145. Liège 20 March 2014, A&M 2015/1, p. 74.
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European Directive of 14 May 1991 concerning the legal protection of
computer programmes applies only to economic rights in relation with
computer programmes created by employees or civil servants in the exercise
of their functions or at their employer’s request. It cannot be extended to
cover economic rights for computer programmes created by a commercial
company’s statutory manager who does not have employee status by virtue of
an employment contract signed with this company.146
Participation in a contest for the creation of an emblem of the 1958
Brussels World’s Fair implied the transfer of economic rights for the work with
no time limit, since such was the tenor of the regulations for this contest.147
12. Management societies
117. Rights management societies are competent to go to court to
defend their members’ rights; they are not competent, however, to file for
compensation for rightholders who are not their members, notwithstanding
any other clause in their Statutes.148 The Law provides that copyright
management societies can go to court to defend the rights entrusted to
them statutorily. Pursuant to the Law, these societies maintain an updated
list with the names of all rightholders having entrusted them with managing

146. Cass. 3 June 2010, A&M 2011/1, p. 47, note H. Van Hees.
147. Brussels 28 April 2015, ICIP-Ing Cons. 2015, p. 606.
148. Cass 16 January 2009, A&M 2009/5, p. 530, Rechtskundig Weekblad 2009-2010, p. 711,
note M.C. Janssens.
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their rights by contract; this list is communicated every year to the Oversight
Department.149
Management societies are competent to go to court to defend the
rights of affiliated rights holders, on whose behalf they manage rights. In
particular, they demonstrate the interest required to request on their behalf
compensation supported by the Authority which never adopted a Royal
Decree intended to determine the fair remuneration owed to authors for
the loan of their works.150
A membership contract with a management society, by mandate or
fiduciary transfer, requires due diligence, as attested by the society. The
decision by a management society’s internal jurisdiction on a plagiarism case
is binding for the parties as long as the dispute is not subsequently taken to
court.151
Reports on copyright violation by sworn officials of management societies
certified by the Minister must be deemed credible unless there is proof of the
contrary and the circumstances observed acquire a certain probative form as a
de facto general presumption.152

149. Cass. 30 March 2011, ICIP-Ing Cons. 2011, p. 190.
150. Cass. 26 April 2012, A&M 2012/5, p. 435, note B. Michaux.
151. Brussels 26 September 2007, A&M 2009/5, p. 534.
152. Antwerp 4 November 2009 & 21 December 2009, A&M 2011/2, p. 180 & 182.
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13. Procedure - Prohibitory injunction
118. The cessation judge renders a decision on substance and cannot
reject a request for an injunction because a judge must decide on the matter
of known to what extent a party owns copyright.153
The presiding judge’s competence is exceptional and, therefore, strict
interpretation. It does not extend to the actions of third parties which do not
violate the author’s exclusive rights.154
Someone who considers that his image rights have been violated cannot
make use of a prohibitory injunction, reserved for the holders of copyright or
a neighbouring right155.
A prohibitory injunction may be introduced against someone committing
a contractual fault, if the violation is in itself a breach of copyright or
neighbouring rights. Someone who disregards the limits of the authorisation
to operate commits an infringing act, independently of any contractual fault156.
14. Procedure – Descriptive-seizure
119. No provision prevents the judge from acceding to a request
for descriptive-seizure, formulated by unilateral request, bearing on new
153. Cass. 3 October 2008, A&M 2009/3, p. 252.
154. Cass. 18 June 2010, A&M 2010/4, p. 323.
155. Ghent 13 May 2013, A&M 2013/5, p. 352.
156. Cass. 7 October 2010, A&M 2011/2, p. 179.
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infringements or making it possible to establish the extent of the alleged
infringement and the resulting damage, in case substantive proceedings have
already been instituted and a decision has already observed the existence of
certain infringements157.
Seizure may not be granted without prior description. Evidence of
violation of intellectual property rights justifying the measure of description
must be identified on the day the first judge rules by unilateral application
and cannot be deduced from the elements drawn from the execution of this
measure itself158.
15. Procedure - Damages
120. Neither the need to provide funding for the general fight against
all any violation of intellectual property, nor the dissuasive effect attached to
imposing a lump sum in addition to the royalties evaded, do legally justify the
decision according to which this lump sum would be on a par with the loss
actually suffered because of the infringement committed159.
The employer is legally responsible for any damage resulting from the
illegal software by the employee in the exercise of the activities untrusted by
the employer. Any damage to rights holders justifies the allocation of 200%
of the price of the licences evaded160.
157. Cass. 8 March 2010, A&M 2010/3, p. 252.
158. Cass. 25 November 2011, A&M 2012/2-3, p. 195.
159. Cass. 13 May 2009, A&M 2009/4, p. 384.
160. Ghent 19 January 2009, A&M 2009/4, p. 384, note Keustermans & De Maere; Antwerp
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There is reason to consider that the damage is generally most appropriately
determined by reference for the sum of the payment that could be demanded
from the infringer. In this respect, management societies’ rates are a reliable
reference tool, since they reflect current usage in the profession161.
16. Neighbouring rights
121. Traditionally, directors are assimilated to performers, neighbouring
rights holders, but they cannot be excluded from copyright protection if they
participate in the creation itself.162
Producers finance recording. Producers’ neighbouring rights do not bear
on the work itself, but rather on the recording of the work, which implies that
the producer cannot prevent a new recording of the work that may even be
identical to the original version. The new identical recording, however, goes
against the neighbouring rights of the producer of the original recording when
it makes use of all or part of the original recording, using re-recording.163
A contract bearing on the performance of musical concerts with no
recording licence can in no way imply a transfer to a producer of the artists’
economic rights as a whole.164

13 October 2008, A&M 2009/4, p. 391, note Keustermans.
161. Brussels 23 June 2009, A&M 2010/3, p. 253.
162. Brussels 6 November 2009, A&M 2010/4, p. 341.
163. Brussels 29 January 2010, A&M 2010/3, p. 257.
164. Liège 16 September 2014, ICIP-Ing Cons. 2014, p. 772.
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C. CONCLUSIONS
122. In Belgium, the period under review, like the previous period, was
characterised by intense legislative activity in response for the most part to
European directives. The days when a Copyright Law remained valid for a
century, are definitely behind us.
The integration of copyright, as well as other intellectual property rights
into a new Code of Economic Law unquestionably led to rationalisation of
the matter, by making referrals possible and deleting repetitions. But the
legislator was unable to resist the temptation to intervene in the text of the
Law. Outside the transposition of the Directive on the term of protection and
a few minor changes, it relates mainly to provisions concerning management
societies. Thus, we have observed the institution of a Regulatory Body of these
societies, in addition to an existing Oversight Department. This text, which is
rather obscure and not well thought out had to be rescinded after only three
years. Furthermore, a few years earlier, the legislator had already dedicated an
entire law to management societies, demonstrating clear diffidence towards
them. All their activities, their relations with their associates and rights users
alike, are subject to meticulously detailed and sometimes drastic obligations.
For example, internal control of societies, exercised by statutory auditors,
is made even stricter than the audit prescribed by the Companies Code for
enterprises in general. Any breach of these obligations is subject to more
severe sanctions, even with criminal fines. Barely five years later, the legislator
was back on the attack. The Oversight Department’s powers are specified and
reinforced. Decidedly, management societies are under close scrutiny.
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The criticism that could be formulated concerning the Law transposing
the Directive on multiterritorial licensing of rights for musical works for online
use in the internal market, should target the Directive itself, since the Belgian
legislator transposed the Directive faithfully, aside from a few terminology issues.
The conditions justifiably imposed on societies able to engage in multiterritorial
licensing for online use are so strict that only a few large management societies
will be able to comply. True, these societies are required to represent small
societies’ repertoires in the same conditions as their own but, though these
conditions may be less demanding than those of small societies, the latter have
no choice but to be satisfied. These small societies’ repertoires, the expression of
weaker more vulnerable cultures, will inevitably suffer from this situation.
123. Regarding case law, the influence of the European Union is as obvious
as for the legislative field. It is the Court of Justice that acts as leader in defining
EU concepts at the very heart of the subject, forcing national judges to review the
content of their own case law. For a national judge, finding the right balance between
traditional interpretations and those, which may be new, imposed by judges in
Luxembourg may be a perilous exercise: for example, the difficulty of integrating
the European notion of “new public”, unknown to the Berne Convention. The
same holds true for problems resulting from the analysis by European judges of
the phenomenon of “direct injection”, to determine which licences will be required
and who, of the broadcaster or the cable operator, must pay royalties. In general,
however, Belgian judges follow developments in Europe with the requisite attention
in this respect and try to abide fairly closely by the decision of the Court of Justice.
(English translation by ATTIC Traduction)
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